
MineralTree TotalAP for Microsoft 
Dynamics GP
AP Automation and Payment Optimization For GP Users

Microsoft Dynamics GP (formerly Great Plains) has stood the test of time, providing extensive functionality out-of-the-box 
and powering businesses through several stages of growth over the years. Adding MineralTree TotalAP to your GP 
environment can provide greater visibility for finance teams and transform your business with end-to-end invoice-to-pay 
automation. TotalAP provides invoice capture, approval and payment automation workflows, so you can code and post 
invoices faster with less data entry, reduce payment processing costs, quickly spot overcharges and eliminate double 
payments due to duplicate invoices. Best of all, TotalAP is cloud-based software that connects natively with Dynamics GP, 
providing up-to-the-minute two-way sync capabilities. 

MineralTree TotalAP can support Dynamics GP whether it’s deployed on-premise or in hosted environments, and includes 
2-way invoice sync and full invoice-to-pay workflow automation.

• Support for all Dynamics GP 
2013-2018 releases and hotfixes**

• 2-way invoice sync

**Dynamics GP Release 2010 is no longer supported by Microsoft or MineralTree. Continued support from MineralTree may be limited for older releases once they reach end of
  support within Microsoft’s fixed lifecycle policy.

TotalAP provides direct, API-level integration with Microsoft Dynamics GP, enabling full AP automation & GL 
functionality between your accounting system and our software.
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Seamless, 2-Way Sync

• Payment account sync
• Invoice capture with item 

and expense coding

• Expense allocations
• Flexible approval and 

exception handling workflows



Note: Multi-Entity Management (MEM) from Binary Stream is not supported in our integration.

Getting Started with TotalAP
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We make it easy to sync data between your GP environment and our software using standard Microsoft developer tools and 
frameworks. Your dedicated implementation manager will work directly with your GP administrator or IT department to set 
up the connector, and can typically run the initial sync within 24 hours of set up.

Benefits of MineralTree TotalAP with Dynamics GP

Increase E�ciency

Generate Savings & Cash 

Mitigate Fraud & Risk  
Eliminate manually entering and coding 
invoices, cutting checks, and dealing with 
vendor inquiries. Scale AP without adding 
headcount.

Leverage MineralTree’s vendor network to 
maximize cost savings and rebates by 
converting checks into virtual card and other 
ePayments.

O�oad managing supplier payment details, 
apply best-in-class security controls, and 
ensure complete auditability across your AP 
process.

Simplify Reconciliation

Bolster Supplier Relations

Reconcile just one debit on your bank 
statement for your payment run, rather than 
individual payments across multiple 
statements.

Improve the supplier experience with timely 
payments using their preferred methods, 
enhanced remittance, and professional 
support from our team.

Improve Visibility & Control
Centrally manage the entire invoice-to-pay 
process to ensure consistency and visibility 
across user roles, business units, and 
locations.

At the end of the search, it was clear 
that only one vendor could provide what we 

needed…and that was MineralTree. A big factor for me, 
is just having the visibility of every single payment being 

synced to our Great Plains.

        - David Carter, Sta� Accountant


